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Abstract
Protein structure determination is crucial to understand a
protein’s function and to develop drugs against diseases.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR1) spectroscopy is an
experimental technique that allows one to study protein
structure in solution. In NMR Structure-based assign-
ment problem, the aim is to assign experimentally ob-
served peaks to the specific nuclei of the target molecule
by using a template protein and it is an important com-
putational challenge. NVR-BIP is a tool that utilizes a
scoring function based on NVR’s [5, 6] framework and
computes assignments for given NMR data. In this pa-
per, we incorporate HADAMAC experiment—which helps
predict an amino acid class for each peak— with NVR-
BIP’s scoring function. Experiments show that the new
scoring function results in higher assignment accuracies
compared to the previous approaches.

1 Introduction
Proteins are one of the major macromolecules that are
present in all biological organisms. They serve as en-
zymes, are used as storage molecules, are needed for the
immune system and have many other functions in the cell.
Therefore, determining the functions of proteins is cru-
cial to understand important biological processes and to
develop drugs against diseases.

1Abbreviations used: NMR, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance; CS,
Chemical Shift; RDC, Residual Dipolar Coupling; NOE, Nuclear Over-
hauser Effect; SBA, Structure-Based Assignment; NVR, Nuclear Vector
Replacement; BIP, Binary Integer Programming.

The function of a protein depends on its 3-D struc-
ture. There are two main experimental methods to de-
termine the protein structure. These are X-ray crystal-
lography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spec-
troscopy. About 85% of the protein structures in the Pro-
tein Data Bank were determined using X-ray Crystallog-
raphy, on the other hand approximately 15% were solved
using NMR. NMR allows one to study protein structure in
solution. In addition, not all proteins can be crystallized.
Therefore, NMR spectroscopy is an important experimen-
tal technique for protein structure determination.

In NMR, several experiments are performed on the pro-
tein and the signals are recorded. After processing these
signals, the experiments result in various NMR spectra.
The initial stage is to pick the peaks in the NMR spec-
trum and this stage is largely automated. The second
stage is to find the mapping between the peaks and the
atoms. This is called the assignment problem and is an
important computational challenge. An existing struc-
ture (the “template”) can be used to help assign a tar-
get protein. This is called Structure-Based Assignment
(SBA). SBA is analogous to molecular replacement in X-
ray Crystallography [8]. In NMR SBA, the data coming
from NMR spectroscopy and the template protein are ana-
lyzed. The available programs use a scoring function that
maps each (peak, amino acid) pair to a real number that
corresponds to the likelihood of the corresponding assign-
ment. Then various methods (such as Monte Carlo Sim-
ulation, memetic algorithm or integer programming) are
employed to find the assignments corresponding to the
optimum or near-optimum of this scoring function (see,
e.g., MONTE [4], MATCH [9], NVR-BIP [1]).
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In [1], the authors developed a tool called NVR-BIP
which can be used to solve the SBA problem. NVR-
BIP uses the Nuclear Vector Replacement (NVR) frame-
work [5, 6], with additional sources of data, to deter-
mine the scoring function, and binary integer program-
ming (BIP) to find the assignment. In NVR-BIP, the as-
signment problem is formulated as an integer linear model
with additional Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) con-
straints. In [1], the authors present their results on several
proteins.

The accuracy of NVR-BIP is highly related to the qual-
ity of the scoring function. Therefore, improving the scor-
ing function will improve the assignment accuracies. This
can be achieved by incorporating additional experimental
data into NVR. For instance, additional chemical shifts
obtained from triple resonance experiments can be added
to NVR’s data types. These chemical shifts could then
be used with amino acid typing to help determine the
type of the amino acids or reduce the possibilities, there-
fore act as a filter. With this motivation, in [3], we in-
tegrated {N,HN,HA,HB,CA,CB,CO} chemical shifts and
used CRAACK [2], an amino acid typing software to mod-
ify NVR’s scoring function and obtained improved as-
signment accuracies.

HADAMAC [7] experiment uses Hadamard encoded
amino acid type editing scheme. In Hadamard encoded
type editing, the twenty amino acids are grouped into
seven classes. The main contributions of this work are
as follows:

1. We simulate the HADAMAC experiment to predict the
amino acid class that each NMR peak belongs to;

2. We incorporate the HADAMAC experiment into
NVR-BIP’s scoring function; and

3. We test our approach on NVR-BIP’s dataset and
compare our results with the previous works [1]
and [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we review the previous approaches, NVR-
BIP and integration of CRAACK with NVR-BIP. In Sec-
tion 3, we review the HADAMAC experiment and inte-
gration of HADAMAC experiment with NVR-BIP. Data
preparation is in Section 4 and the experimental compar-
ison of the scoring functions: NVR, NVR+CRAACK and

NVR+HADAMAC is in Section 5. We conclude and dis-
cuss future work in Section 6.

2 Previous Work
NVR-BIP uses the Nuclear Vector Replacement (NVR)
framework [6, 5], and incorporates additional sources
of data, to determine the assignments. NVR-BIP uses
NVR’s scoring function which provides a score for as-
signing each peak to each amino acid. These scores are
derived from the difference between the predicted and ex-
perimental data values; if the difference is too high then
the assigned score is +∞. NVR-BIP formulates the prob-
lem as a binary integer program where the objective is to
find the assignment whose total score is minimum subject
to the NOE constraints. NVR-BIP uses a BIP solver to
find the minimum scoring assignment. In [1], NVR-BIP
is tested on 7 proteins with 25 templates and results in
better accuracies than the previous approaches.

In [3], we incorporated additional chemical shifts into
NVR and used amino acid typing software CRAACK to
improve NVR’s scoring function. CRAACK predicts a set
containing amino acid names with corresponding proba-
bilities for each peak. This set contains the predictions
that CRAACK makes based on the chemical shifts of the
peak. The chemical shifts contain {HA,HB,CA,CB,CO}
atoms in addition to the amide proton and nitrogen chem-
ical shifts that NVR uses, these additional chemical shifts
are assumed to be obtained with triple resonance exper-
iments. CRAACK’s output is used to modify the score
values for peak-amino acid pairs. The resulting scoring
function of NVR+CRAACK computes more accurate as-
signments compared to NVR-BIP.

3 NVR+HADAMAC Scoring Func-
tion

HADAMAC [7] experiment uses Hadamard encoded amino
acid type editing scheme. In Hadamard encoded type edit-
ting, first, the twenty amino acids are grouped into seven
classes. The different classes correspond to Gly (1), Val,
Ile (2), Ala (3), Thr (4), Asn, Asp (5), Phe, Tyr, Trp, His,
Cys, Ser (6), and Arg, Glu, Lys, Pro, Gln, Met and Leu (7)
side chains. Then each peak is assigned to one of these
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seven classes which represents the type of the previous
residue of the residue corresponding to the peak.

We simulate the HADAMAC experiment. We assign
each peak i to one of the seven classes according to the
type of the residue j − 1, where j is the residue that is
to be assigned to peak i. We use H(i) to represent the set
that contains the amino acid types corresponding to peak i
according to the HADAMAC experiment, and we use typej
to represent the type of the residue j.

Given the NVR scoring function Sn(i, j) which is de-
fined for each peak-residue pair, we compute the new
scoring function, Snh, using the HADAMAC experiment
as follows:

Snh(i, j) =

{
Sn(i, j) if typej−1 ∈ H(i)

∞ otherwise

This new scoring function is similar to NVR’s scoring
function where some of the peak-residue assignments are
pruned.

4 Data Preparation
We tested our approach on the data set of NVR-BIP
so as to compare the results of both approaches. The
proteins we have tested our approach on are: ubiquitin
(template pdb ids: 1UBI, 1UBQ, 1G6J, 1UD7, 1AAR),
streptococcal protein G (template pdb ids: 1GB1, 2GB1,
1PGB), lysozyme (template pdb ids: 193L, 1AKI, 1AZF,
1BGI, 1H87, 1LSC, 1LSE, 2LYZ, 3LYZ, 4LYZ, 5LYZ,
6LYZ), human Set2-Rpb1 interacting domain (hSRI, tem-
plate pdb id: 2A7O), the FF Domain 2 of human tran-
scription elongation factor CA150 (RNA polymerase II C-
terminal domain interacting protein) (ff2, template pdb id:
2E71), Y-polymerase Eta (pol η, template pdb id: 2I5O),
B1 domain of streptococcal protein G (GB1, template pdb
id: 3GB1). Note that in NMR community experimental
results on multiple proteins is considered adequate [10].
More details on these proteins can be found in [1].

5 Experimental Results
We performed experiments to compare the results
of the scoring functions NVR, NVR+CRAACK and

NVR+HADAMAC on the dataset of NVR-BIP mentioned
in Section 4.

Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the results of the ex-
periments. NVR+HADAMAC consistently outperforms
NVR-BIP. The assignment accuracies improve by up
to 21% when we use NVR+HADAMAC instead of
NVR-BIP. On the other hand, for all proteins except
1G6J, NVR+HADAMAC results in higher accuracies than
NVR+CRAACK when we use RDCs. When we do not
use RDCs, NVR+HADAMAC results in higher accuracies
than NVR+CRAACK except for a small group of proteins.
The reason why CRAACK results in higher accuracies for
some proteins could be that CRAACK uses more informa-
tion coming from the chemical shifts of many different
atom types, whereas HADAMAC approach only crudely
classifies each peak into seven amino acid types. The as-
signment accuracies improve by up to 17% when we use
NVR+HADAMAC instead of NVR+CRAACK.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an approach to integrate
HADAMAC experiment with NVR’s data types. The ex-
perimental results shown in the previous section indicate
that the proposed approach leads to better accuracies than
NVR-BIP and NVR+CRAACK. With the addition of the
HADAMAC experiment, NVR becomes a more useful and
practical tool that can be used in an NMR laboratory. Fur-
thermore, HADAMAC experiment distinguishes the type
of the amino acid in about 30 minutes; whereas conven-
tional 3D experiments needed to acquire the data used by
CRAACK take hours to complete.

On the other hand, HADAMAC experiment has some
limits. These are as follows:

1. In order to measure HADAMAC data, we need to have
reasonably well resolved HSQC crosspeaks. There
can be partially overlapping peaks but there will be
trouble for exactly overlapped 2D crosspeaks.

2. HADAMAC works well only for reasonably small
proteins (up to about 15kDa)

3. The protein needs to be fully protonated, at least for
the beta position.

4. The protein has to be 13C and 15N labeled.
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Table 1: Results on Ubiquitin
. Protein RDCs NVR’s Score NVR+CRAACK NVR+CRAACK NVR+HADAMAC

Function [1] 1st Approach 2nd Approach

1UBI without RDCs 87% 97% 97% 96%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

1UBQ without RDCs 87% 97% 100% 96%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

1G6J without RDCs 87% 93% 97% 91%
with RDCs 93% 93% 100% 96%

1UD7 without RDCs 81% 87% 90% 90%
with RDCs 97% 97% 97% 99%

1AAR without RDCs 79% 94% 100% 96%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 2: Results on streptococcal protein G
. Protein RDCs NVR’s Score NVR+CRAACK NVR+CRAACK NVR+HADAMAC

Function [1] 1st Approach 2nd Approach

1GB1 without RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

2GB1 without RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

1PGB without RDCs 96% 96% 96% 100%
with RDCs 100% 100% 100% 100%

5. HADAMAC experiment does not provide informa-
tion for the last residue in protein sequence and for
residues preceding proline residues since they are not
followed by a residue with the HN moiety.

Note that the experiments were performed on theo-
retical HADAMAC data except for ubiquitin. As future
work, we plan to test our approach on real data for these
proteins. We also plan to combine the CRAACK and
HADAMAC results in NVR’s scoring function.

Another interesting area of future work is to incorporate
additional types of real data into NVR, such as NOEs, and
use the intensity field of the NOEs to extract more useful
information to perform the assignments.
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